Making a tool path
Once you are positive the design is ready for a toolpath double check to see that every thing is correct.
Save your design in an .ai, .dxf, .dwg, format or any file type that works. See the list in TMCAD.
Import your design, File- Import
Place your design in the bottom left corner of the of the design area.
Do whatever work needs to be done in TMCAD.

In TMCAD the black fill area is the metal to be kept.
The machine will cut where white meets black. Use
PathOPERATIONView- Show fill, for this view.
OPERATION

Select everything
that
FLEXCUT® 80
CCCyou want to cut. Use Arrange- Connect
this will make everything into one and will help to sequence the tool path properly.

Hield ConsuMaBles
40 aMp MeCHanized sHield ConsuMaBles

Select what you wish to cut and choose Machine- Create Toolpath- Male (male will be used for nearly everything
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In the template tab make sure ‘Auto Make Toolpath’ is selected. Ignore all else. (See pictures below)
In the basic cut tab make sure under tool that Plasma is selected and enter the feed rate from the chart according
to the material being used.
In the Lead In/ Out tab make sure the lead in box is checked, you may adjust the length and angle of the lead in
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Click OK and you will have a toolpath. Things to note: you may manually adjust the lead ins for a smoother cut.
Generally an arcing lead in is recommended and adjust the length to appropriate for your design.
Look to make sure your tool path is correct. Below is the tool path (the machine will cut on the lines) of the image to the right. Use View- Show toolpath only, for this view. Lead ins are the small arcs.

To make a .gm file to bring to the machine: Select the toolpath(s) to cut go to
Machine- Output, make sure your settings match those below and click cut
now, name your file and save it to a flash drive.

If you have more than one toolpath you must sequence them correctly. Generally the perimeter cuts last. Make
sure all of your toolpaths are showing. (View- Show toolpath only) Go to Layout- Sequence- Start Sequence by
list. Press Tool paths only and sequence the toolpaths in the desired order.
To preview the cutting go to Machine- output. Click on the calculator looking icon ONCE. If you click twice it
WILL crash the program.

The GCode will appear on the right side. Scroll down and highlight the last line and press the play arrow. This
will play the cutting routine of the machine. If all is well, proceed to cutting.

Powering up the Torchmate 4400-4800
To power up your Torchmate 4400-4800 CNC machine, the following items need to be powered up; Monitor, CPU,
Motion Control, and Plasma Unit. The Monitor power button is located on the bottom right of the monitor easle of the
touchscreen monitor. The CPU power is located behind the touchscreen monitor on the CPU. The Motion Control is
located under the table below the cable carrier. The plasma unit power switch is located on the back of the unit near
the power cord. To power up the Torchmate 4400-4800 CNC machine please follow the instruction below. The complete
user guide is available as an embedded file in the VMD. Use the button with the question mark to access this file.

1. Power up motion control, CPU and touch screen monitor.
2. The VMD application will start up automatically with the computer.
3. Press DATUM. (Machine will seek lower left corner)
4. Go to the plasma torch head to check and evaluate the consumables. Turn the plasma power supply on and set
the appropriate amperage for the consumables and the material you will be cutting. Cut charts are available in the
FlexCut manual. (page B-11 in the FlexCut manual) Verify air pressure is correct per manual.
5. Jog the torch to the lower left corner of the material you are going to cut. Press SET PROGRAM ZERO.
6. Press GO TO PROGRAM ZERO. The head should return to the top of the lifter.
Lower
Left
Corner

2

1

5

3

6

4
To JOG machine press
and swipe your finger in
the direction you wish
to JOG.
Make Sure You Clamp the Work Ground To Material on Table
Before Cutting

4400-4800 Torchmate
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Overview of the Visual Machine Designer
Visual Machine Designer (VMD) is the driver software to all ACCUMOVE® CNC controllers. The majority of the control of
the table can be found on the main screen while hosting features that can create and manipulate files. This quick guide
will give you an overview of the features along with it’s operation..

Main Screen:

1

2

7

3

4

5

6

The main screen of the VMD is broken into sections for easy navigation and operation. Overview of all the buttons
and functions will be covered in sections.
1.

Job group - Opens and controls all apects of the file being entered or creation of jobs

2.

View Screen - Shows the graphic of the job, g-code of the job, or a graphic of the lifter station movements.

3.

Datum/Program Zero - Establishes the machine zero through DATUM along with the program zero on the
machine.

4. Cut Parameters/AVHC - Settings for the height control and it’s functions.
5. Run group - These buttons control the start and stop of the job.
6. Jogging - Controls the torch movement on the machine along with program run speed
7.

Dashboard - Displays the coordinates of the head along with all of the indicators being monitored on the
machine.

4400-4800 Torchmate
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Running a Job
When you have a GM format file to run or shape generated in the VMD ready to cut there is a simple process to follow to
get the job produced though the VMD. This will go over the workflow of running the job.

Datum:
When you first start the Visual Machine Designer and are connected to the Accumove
controller the machine needs it's configuration loaded and motors powered on. A
screen displays PLEASE SWITCH DRIVES ON. Press HIDE and then in the lower left
corner press DATUM. The Torch will travel to the limits of the machine and establish
the MACHINE ZERO.

Open a Job:
Once the MACHINE ZERO has been established it is time to open a job and get it prepared to cut. Press SELECT JOB and locate your file.

Establish Program Zero:
With the job loaded, you will need to determine the start point of the job. Using the
JOG keys, move the head to the lower left point (-X, -Y) of the material where you
want to start your cut. Once there, press SET PROGRAM ZERO. Your job that is loaded
will move to that point in the RUN screen. Press ZOOM TO JOB to view your part. The
PROGRAM ZERO can be established anywhere within the machine limits as long as the
job will fit. The PROGRAM ZERO point established is where the job will run from. The
G-CODE will run in positive directions (+Y,+X) from the ZERO point.
Verify that the job will fit on the material along with enough margin that the torch will
not run off of the material.
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Running a Job (cont)
Cut Parameters and AVHC Settings:
The final step is entering the cut chart settings into the Cut Parameters and AVHC
panels based on the material thickness and amperage on the plasma.
For this example will be entering the settings for 14 gauge material using a FlexCut 80
plasma power supply set at 40 amps with 40 amp consumables.
FlexCut 80 40 amp CUT CHART provided:

Settings that need to be entered in your Cut Parameters panel are as follows.
•

PIERCE HEIGHT: .16

•

CUT HEIGHT: .08

•

PIERCE DELAY: .03

Other settings in the AHVC panel that will be changed.
•

MODE: AUTO

•

SAMPLE VOLTAGE: ON

•

IHS: ALWAYS

•

OHMIC SENSING: ON

•

CUT CHARTS: CUSTOM

Set Feed Rate:
In the Cut chart is the OPTIMUM FEED RATE. Pending on how the job was created the
feed rate will need to be established in the job. If feedrate was set to the OPTIMUM
FEEDRATE then make sure the FEED RATE OVERRIDE is set to 100%.
You can alter the feedrate by percentage by adjusting the sliderbar.

Run the job:
With all the settings entered into the CUT PARAMETERS/AVHC boxes and the feed rate
set in the FEED RATE OVERRIDE % time to run the job. To verify the machine will run
with the settings change the ACTIVE RUN to DRY RUN to "simulate" the job. Dry Run
will perform all machine sequences and movements without firing the plasma. Once
the Dry Run is complete the job will automatically reset.
If satisfied with the Dry Run and the machine movements, toggle DRY RUN to ACTIVE
RUN to cut the job loaded.
Press RUN JOB

4400-4800 Torchmate
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Higher cut speeds can be achieved at 45
amps with a reduction in nozzle life.

WARNING
When using a water table and cutting aluminum under water or with
water touching the underside at the aluminum plate, hydrogen gas is
produced. This hydrogen gas may collect under the plate and explode
during the cutting process. Make sure the water table is properly
aerated to help prevent the accumulation of hydrogen gas.
B-14










